
Maximising energy efficiency
with the new Evolution range
of glasswashers and
dishwashers

Now more than ever companies need to utilise

equipment that not only saves money by reducing

energy usage, but also is environmentally friendly.

With this in mind Maidaid Halcyon has developed the

new Evolution range of glass and dishwashers.

Since their introduction at the end of 2007, they have

shown an amazing saving of up to 45% on energy

and services consumption for those premises at

which they have been running.

Maidaid Halcyon has launched this innovative range to

maximise energy efficiency now and into the future. It is

a stand-alone product, in addition to our best selling

‘C’ and ‘D’ range machines.
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The major benefits of the Evolution range
are listed below:

� RUNNING COSTS – reduced by between 32 to 45% depending on
the make and model the Evolution is replacing.

� 10% MORE EFFICIENT – Because of the Evolution range’s
substantial build, engineers expect a 10% longer machine life than
conventional models; when you purchase an Evolution machine you
are making an investment, not just spending money.

� REDUCED WATER – is achieved by using a smaller wash tank that
holds only 15 litres compared with the standard 33 litres. The rinse
delivers 2.3 litres per cycle in comparison with 3 litres, which is the
standard.

� REDUCED CHEMICAL USAGE – a smaller wash tank not only
saves water and power but also reduces the quantity of chemicals
required for each cycle. To achieve this, all Evolution models use
Seiko peristaltic rinseaid and detergent pumps as standard.

� LOWER RUNNING TEMPERATURE – the new generation of low
temperature detergents means the Evolution can run at 40° as
standard. Another considerable saving.

� INTERNAL WATER SOFTENERS – the Evolution machine’s
internal water softener not only saves on cleaning time and space,
but the system allows low temperature detergent products to be
used in the dishwasher whilst utilising an internal water softener. This
is in keeping with Cask Marque’s recommendation to run a monthly
renovation cycle to cleanse glassware.

� COSHH COMPLIANCE – all chemicals are clearly labelled and
situated outside the machines. Therefore, they adhere to COSHH
regulations, as chemicals do not have to be manually dispensed into
inbuilt containers within the machine.

� UNIQUE WATER FILTRATION – the very simple invention of a
patented drain plug assembly siphons the dirty water that always
sinks lower than clean water. This not only reduces chemical usage
but leaves an estimated 40% clean water in the tank whilst flushing
away more contaminated water from the bottom of the tank. By
changing the overflow system the majority of dirty water is removed
from the tank first, unlike conventional machines.
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� POWER SAVING – is achieved by heating a smaller tank,
delivering a smaller rinse and manufacturing lighter wash arms with
an ergonomic flow system to reduce the pressure required. As
there is less wash water, the start up time is halved to 15 minutes
and the rinse cycle is reduced by 30%. All Evolution machines are
set to run on 13/20/30 amp supply as standard, eliminating the
need to install and run an expensive dedicated 20 or 30 amp
supply unnecessarily.

� WASH PUMP – the wash pump’s power has been reduced, yet it
is more efficient, simply by having two outlets from the wash pump,
one directly to the lower wash arm and one directly to the top wash
arm. This eliminates the loss of power at the “T” junction where a
conventional system splits to disperse the wash water to the top
and bottom arms.

� REDUCED NOISE – due to the smaller pump and its double skin,
the Evolution produces only 59 decibels. It is the quietest machine
on the market today.

� REDUCED BREAKAGES – as the wash pump has a gradual
increase of pressure there is no initial blast, thereby reducing glass
breakages.

� WARRANTY – as a testimony to our confidence in the Evolution
range, Maidaid offers a two year parts and labour warranty on all
machines in the range.

So that’s the how -
but what you really
want to know is:
what does it all add
up to?
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The savings speak for
themselves......

How do we do it?
Other companies produce excess wasted energy and then
look for ways to reclaim it. Maidaid Halcyon has researched
how to avoid producing excess energy in the first place - the
benefits are visible in your bottom line:
If you replace 5 machines with 5 Evolution machines and
calculate savings over a three year period; that’s a staggering
saving for your company of £2,500! (...and you’re helping the
planet.)

standard low Evolution
temperature temperature

Water used - litres (per day) 135 135 87.5
Time required to initially heat boiler - mins 5.24 3.85 3.85
Time required to heat wash tank using fast heat 15.73 12.24 6.12
Total time to heat up - mins 20.98 16.08 9.97
Energy cost heat up - £ (based on 0.055p per kWh) 0.12 0.09 0.05
Time to reheat after cycle - mins 2.62 1.92 1.47
Energy cost per cycle - £ 0.02 0.01 0.01
Initial detergent dosing - £ (based on £1.20 per litre) 0.12 0.08 0.05
Detergent per cycle dose - £ (based on £1.20 per litre) 0.11 0.06 0.03
Rinse aid per cycle dose - £ (based on £1.20 per litre) 0.0015 0.0015 0.0012
Total chemical cost per day - £ 0.16 0.16 0.11
Water cost per day £ (based on £2.58 per cubic metre) 0.35 0.35 0.23
Electricity cost per day - £ (based on 0.055p per kWh) 0.63 0.48 0.34

Cost per day £1.14 £0.99 £0.67
Cost per week £7.97 £6.92 £4.69
Annual cost £415.48 £360.73 £244.77
Annual cost saving £54.75 £170.72
% SAVING 13% 41%

Typical 500mm basket machine
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